
Full parking spaces and occupied desks consume your workforce’s time. Joan 
is here to change that. Employees can seamlessly reserve desks and parking 
spaces, check colleagues’ attendance, and enhance collaboration, all on the 
day they come to the office.

Optimize workplace
resources with Joan Desk 
and Asset booking

Solution for flexibility,
collaboration and efficiency

Designed for admins and users
Manage everything from the portal for a streamlined user experience.
Joan is a solution that everyone can enjoy.

User-friendly booking options
Employees can choose between a mobile app or web-based interface,
providing convenience and suiting individual preferences.

Insightful analytics
Insights into how and when a workspace is being used help to inform
vdecisions on better office design and allocation.

Cost savings
By optimizing space usage, reducing administrative overhead, and even 
downsizing office space, Joan can contribute to significant cost savings.

Scalability
Joan solutions can accommodate organizations of varying sizes, from
small startups to large enterprises.

Employee satisfaction
The ability to reserve parking spaces, desks, and other assets reinforces
productive hybrid working and improves employee satisfaction.



Departmental customization
Tailor booking capabilities to specific departments 
and ensure that certain desks are always reserved.

Comprehensive floor plan display
Quick overview of available desks and occupants 
for easy ad-hoc bookings.

Digital log for enhanced safety
Fulfill HR and safety obligations with real-time
occupancy records, vital for emergency protocols.

Reserving desks and other assets
Easily check the availability and book your desired 
desk, parking and other workspace assets.

Easy check-in
Employees can effortlessly check in to the office 
through their browser or the Joan app.

Desk recommendation options
Joan analyzes usage patterns to personalize
workspace recommendations for each employee.

info@getjoan.com
sales@getjoan.com
support@getjoan.com

www.getjoan.com

Joan makes parking stress 
and desk confusion a thing 
of the past.
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SHAPING STARTUPS FOR SUCCE SS

WATCH VIDEO

Stay focused and
do your best work

http://www.getjoan.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfkI4KzUs8s



